Inflation targeting and nominal-income-growth targeting: When and why are they suboptimal?
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Abstract

We compare optimal and simple interest-rate rules. Our model features optimizing agents, monopolistic competition in both product and labor markets, and one-period nominal contracts (for wages alone or for both wages and prices) signed before shocks are known. Exact solutions ensure that we obtain correct welfare rankings. Optimal rules maximize the unconditional expected utility of the representative agent with commitment subject to the information set of the policymaker. Even with monopolistic distortions, the optimal full-information rule makes the economy mimic the hypothetical full-flexibility equilibrium. Strict versions of inflation targeting, nominal-income-growth targeting, and other such simple rules are suboptimal under both full and partial information but flexible versions are optimal under certain partial-information assumptions. Nominal-income-growth targeting dominates inflation targeting for plausible parameter values.
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1. Introduction

We derive optimal monetary stabilization rules and compare them to simple rules under both full and partial information. The optimal rules we consider maximize the unconditional expected utility of the representative agent with commitment subject to the information set of the policymaker. In accordance with the practice of most central banks, we assume throughout that the nominal interest rate, not the money supply, is the instrument of monetary policy. Inflation targeting and nominal-income-growth targeting receive special attention as in other recent studies.\footnote{For a comprehensive listing of studies of inflation targeting, see Svensson (2003). For a listing of papers on nominal-income targeting written before 1993, see Henderson and McKibbin (1993). For a listing of more recent papers, see McCallum and Nelson (1999a), which is the discussion-paper version of McCallum and Nelson (1999b). For explicit comparisons of these two rules, see Jensen (2002) and Frisch and Staudinger (2003). For a brief discussion of the relationship between our paper and these studies, see footnote 48.} Inflation targeting is of particular interest because in several countries the monetary-policymaking process is referred to as inflation targeting.

We use a model of a closed economy with optimizing firms and households, monopolistic competition in both product and labor markets, and one-period nominal contracts. In this setting and within a range, it is profitable for firms or workers to increase their outputs or labor services in response to increases in demands even though they cannot change prices or wages. A stabilization problem exists because there are three i.i.d. shocks that are unknown when contracts are signed. Agents are ‘identical’ because contracts are synchronized, so we can consider the utility of the representative agent. This utility can be written as a function of only employment and shocks since consumption is implied by the production function.

We want to ensure that we obtain correct welfare conclusions. Our way of achieving this objective is to impose enough simplifying assumptions to make it possible to derive exact analytic solutions. The (until recently) standard welfare analysis is based on a quadratic approximation of the utility function of the representative agent and a linear approximation of the equilibrium conditions of the model, both around the non-stochastic steady state.\footnote{The standard approach is developed fully in, for example, Rotemberg and Woodford (1998), which is the discussion-paper version of Rotemberg and Woodford (1997).} This approach can yield incorrect welfare conclusions in the presence of distortions.\footnote{The standard approach can yield incorrect welfare rankings for other reasons as well. For example, as shown by Kim and Kim (2003) it implies that autarchy dominates complete markets in a model of international risk sharing even though there are no distortions.} Whether the theoretical differences between standard and exact results are important empirically is an open question. Of course, monetary rules for actual economies can be evaluated only in more complicated models for which there are no analytic solutions, exact or approximate.

We consider two cases: (1) wage contracts and flexible prices, and (2) both wage and price contracts. If wages are set in contracts, for some shocks the attractiveness of some simple rules depends crucially on whether prices are also set in contracts. For each case, as a standard of comparison we use the rule that maximizes unconditional expected utility with commitment and full information, that is, knowledge of the current values of all the shocks. As we show in Henderson and Kim (1999), outcomes in a third possible case with
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